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Abstract
Suppose G is a simple graph with n vertices, m edges, and rank r. Let χGptq “
a0t
n ´ a1t
n´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qrart
n´r be the chromatic polynomial of G. For q, k P Z and
0 ď k ď q` r` 1, we obtain a sharp two-side bound for the partial binomial sum of the
coefficient sequence, that is,˜
r ` q
k
¸
ď
kÿ
i“0
˜
q
k ´ i
¸
ai ď
˜
m` q
k
¸
.
Indeed, this bound holds for the characteristic polynomial of hyperplane arrangements
and matroids, and its weak version can be generalized to the characteristic polynomial
of toric arrangements and arithmetic matroids. We also propose a problem on the
geometric interpretation of the above bound.
Keywords: Chromatic polynomials, characteristic polynomials, hyperplane arrange-
ments, toric arrangements, arithmetic matroids.
1 Introduction
We start with some notations in graph theory. Let G “ pV G,EGq be a simple graph (no loops
and multi-edges) with the vertex set V G and the edge set EG. Let n “ |V G|, m “ |EG|,
and c be the number of connected components of G. Then the rank of G is r “ n´ c. First
appeared in [2], the chromatic polynomial χGptq counts the number of proper colorings of
the graph G with t colors, which can be written as follows,
χGptq “ a0t
n ´ a1t
n´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qrart
n´r.
The chromatic polynomial is one of the most central topics in graph theory, whose co-
efficients are mysterious and have caught many mathematicians’ interests. In 1932, Whit-
ney [13] showed that the coefficient sequence is sign-alternating, i.e., ai ą 0. Moreover,
he [12] gave a combinatorial interpretation to each coefficient ai, which is equal to the num-
ber of those i-subsets of EG that contain no broken circuits, known as the no broken circuit
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theorem. In 1968, Read [9] asked which polynomial is the chromatic polynomial of some
graph and conjectured that the sequence a0, a1, . . . , ar is unimodal. In 1970, G.H.J. Mered-
ith [5] gave an upper bound for each coefficient, which is |ai| ď
`
m
i
˘
. In 1974, Dowling and
Wilf [3] gave a lower bound for each coefficient by considering the finite geometric lattices,
i.e., ai ě pm´ rq
`
r´1
i´1
˘
`
`
r
i
˘
. For 1 ď i ď r, let the integral sequence ni, ni´1, . . . be obtained
from ai via the formula ai “
`
ni
i
˘
`
`
ni´1
i´1
˘
` ¨ ¨ ¨ , and denote a
pi{jq
i “
`
ni
j
˘
`
`
ni´1
j´1
˘
` ¨ ¨ ¨ . In
1976, Wilf [15] obtained that aj ě a
pi{jq
i for i ą j. In 2012, Huh [4] gave a positive answer to
Read’s conjecture by showing that the coefficient sequence a0, a1, . . . , ar is logconcave.
All above results are relatively big steps in the way investigating the properties of coeffi-
cients of the chromatic polynomial of graphs and little else is known. In this paper, we shall
introduce a new result on the coefficient sequence which will imply Whitney’s sign-alternating
result, Meredith’s upper bound result, and Dowling and Wilson’s lower bound result.
Next is the statement of our main result. If q, k P Z with 0 ď k ď q ` r ` 1, we have
ˆ
r ` q
k
˙
ď
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
q
k ´ i
˙
ai ď
ˆ
m` q
k
˙
. (1)
The most interesting part of above inequalities is when q is a non-positive integer. Recall the
generalized binomial coefficient is defined by, for α P C and k P Zě0,ˆ
α
k
˙
“
1
k!
αpα ´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pα´ k ` 1q.
Then
`
α
0
˘
“ 1,
`
0
k
˘
“ 0, and
`
´1
k
˘
“ p´1qk.
When q “ 0, we have ˆ
r
k
˙
ď ak ď
ˆ
m
k
˙
, for 0 ď k ď r.
It means that Whitney’s sign-alternating theorem and Meredith’s upper bound theorem are
direct consequences.
If q “ ´1, we have
ˆ
r ´ 1
k
˙
ď p´1qk
kÿ
i“0
p´1qiai ď
ˆ
m´ 1
k
˙
, for 0 ď k ď r.
So the first r´1 partial sums of the coefficient sequence of the chromatic polynomial are still
sign-alternating.
Taking q “ k ´ r ´ 1, we have
p´1qk
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
r ´ i
k ´ i
˙
p´1qiai ě 0, for 0 ď k ď r.
Later we shall see that the above inequality implies Dowling and Wilson’s result on the lower
bound of the coefficients.
Indeed, all above results hold for a more general object, the characteristic polynomial of
hyperplane arrangements and matroids. Hence in section 2, we shall practise the proof of
our main result (1) on hyperplane arrangements. In section 3, we will generalize the same
result to matroids and give a weak version for arithmetic matroids. Finally, we propose an
open problem attempting to give a geometric interpretation of our bounds (1) for hyperplane
arrangements.
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2 Hyperplane Arrangements
An n-dimensional arrangement A of hyperplanes is a finite collection of codimension one
subspaces in an n-dimensional vector space V . Equipped with the partial order defined
by the inverse of set inclusion, the set of all nonempty intersections of hyperplanes in A
including the ambient space V :“ XHPHH forms a semi-lattice LpAq, called the intersection
semi-lattice, i.e.,
LpAq “ tXHPBH | B Ď Au,
Note that the minimal element of LpAq is V . The maximal rank of the semi-lattice LpAq is
called the rank of hyperplane arrangement A, denoted by rpAq. In another viewpoint, the
rank rpAq is the dimension of the vector space spanned by those normal vectors of hyperplanes
in A. The characteristic polynomial χpA; tq P Crts of A is defined to be
χpA; tq :“
ÿ
XPLpAq
µp0ˆ, Xq tdimpXq.
where µ is the M o¨bius function of LpAq. Let G “ pV G,EGq be a simple graph with the
vertex set V G “ rns and the edge set EG Ď rns ˆ rns. The graphic arrangement AG of G is
an n-dimensional arrangement of |EG| hyperplanes whose members are given by
Hij : xi “ xj , for pi, jq P EG.
With these definitions, we have, see Theorem 2.7 in [10],
χpAG; tq “ χGptq.
It follows that the rank of the graph G is indeed the same as the rank of the graphic arrange-
ment AG.
It is well known that the characteristic polynomial satisfies the deletion-contraction re-
currence
χpA; tq “ χpAzH0; tq ´ χpA{H0; tq,
whereH0 P A is a fixed hyperplane, AzH0 is an n-dimensional subarrangement of hyperplanes
in V obtained by removing H0 from A, and A{H0 is an pn ´ 1q-dimensional hyperplane
arrangement in H0 whose members are those restrictions of all hyperplanes of AzH0 on H0,
i.e.,
AzH0 “ AztH0u, A{H0 “ tH XH0 | H P AzH0u.
A hyperplane arrangement is called central if XHPAH ‰ H. We have rpAq ď |A| in
general and call A boolean when rpAq “ |A|. It is easy to show that the boolean hyperplane
arrangement is central and its intersection semi-lattice is isomorphic to the boolean lattice
p2A,Ďq. Hence the characteristic polynomial of an n-dimensional boolean arrangement A of
m hyperplanes is
χpA; tq “ tn´mpt´ 1qm “
mÿ
i“0
p´1qi
ˆ
m
i
˙
tn´i. (2)
The graphic arrangement AG is boolean if and only if the graph G is a forest. Note that
a subset B of A naturally defines a subarrangement of hyperplanes in the same ambient
space as A, still denoted B by abuse of notations. A hyperplane arrangement A of rank r is
called in general position if the subarrangement B of A is boolean whenever |B| ď r, or not
central otherwise. If a central hyperplane arrangement is in general position if and only if
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it is boolean. From [10, Proposition 2.4], the characteristic polynomial of an n-dimensional
arrangement A of m hyperplanes in general position is
χpA; tq “ tn ´mtn´1 `
ˆ
m
2
˙
tn´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qr
ˆ
m
r
˙
tn´r. (3)
Later, we shall prove in Proposition 2.2 that the converse of the above statement is still true by
using no broken circuit theorem. First we need some preparations to state no broken circuit
theorem. A subset B of the hyperplane arrangement A is called dependent if XHPBH ‰ H
and rpXHPBHq ă |B|, i.e., the subarrangement B is central but not boolean. Let A be totally
ordered under a given order ă. A subset of A is called a circuit if it is a minimal dependent
subset of A. It is obvious that each dependent subset of A contains at least a circuit. A
broken circuit is a subset of A obtained by removing the maximal element from a circuit
of A. A subset B of A is called χ-independent if XHPBH ‰ H and B contains no broken
circuits.
Theorem 2.1 (No Broken Circuit Theorem [7, Theorem 3.55]). Let A be an n-dimensional
hyperplane arrangement of rank r and its characteristic polynomial
χpA; tq “ a0t
n ´ a1t
n´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qrart
n´r.
Then for 0 ď k ď r, ak is equal to the number of χ-indenpendent k-subsets of A.
Proposition 2.2. Let A be an n-dimensional arrangement of m hyperplanes and rpAq “ r.
Then A is in general position if and only if its characteristic polynomial is given by the
formula p3q.
Proof. Note that no subset of A is a circuit if A is in general position. Then every k-subset
of A is χ-independent for all k ď r. By Theorem 2.1, we have ai “
`
m
i
˘
. Conversely, for
0 ď k ď r, ak “
`
m
k
˘
implies that all k-subsets of A are χ-independent. It follows from the
definition that if B Ď A and |B| ď r, B contains no broken circuits and XHPBH ‰ H. So
the subarrangement B is boolean if |B| ď r. When k ą r, we have ak “ 0, which implies
XHPBH “ H if |B| ě r.
Given α P C, the formal power series p1`Xqα “
ř8
k“0
`
α
k
˘
Xk satisfies that p1`Xqαp1`
Xqβ “ p1`Xqα`β, then we have
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
α
i
˙ˆ
β
k ´ i
˙
“
ˆ
α` β
k
˙
, for α, β P C, k P Zě0. (4)
Theorem 2.3. Let A be an n-dimensional arrangement of m hyperplanes and its character-
istic polynomial
χpA; tq “ a0t
n ´ a1t
n´1 ` a2t
n´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qrart
n´r,
where r “ rpAq. If q, k P Z satisfies 0 ď k ď q ` r ` 1, then
ˆ
r ` q
k
˙
ď
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
q
k ´ i
˙
ai ď
ˆ
m` q
k
˙
. (5)
Proof. First if A is boolean, then r “ m. From (2) and (4), we have
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
q
k ´ i
˙
ai “
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
q
k ´ i
˙ˆ
m
i
˙
“
ˆ
m` q
k
˙
“
ˆ
r ` q
k
˙
. (6)
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So if A is boolean, (5) holds for any q, k P Z. In general, we shall use induction on |A|
to prove (5). Note that if |A| “ 0 or 1, A is a boolean arrangement. Suppose the result
holds for |A| ď m. Since (5) holds for any boolean hyperplane arrangement, it is enough to
prove the result for the case that |A| “ m ` 1 and A is not boolean. In this case, we have
r “ rpAq ă |A| “ m ` 1, that is to say, the space spanned by the m ` 1 normal vectors
of hyperplanes in A has dimension r ă m ` 1. So at least one of these m ` 1 normals can
be removed without changing the spanning space. In another word, there is a hyperplane
H0 P A such that rpAzH0q “ rpAq “ r. Then we can write
χpAzH0; tq “ b0t
n ´ b1t
n´1 ` b2t
n´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qrbrt
n´r.
Notice that each maximal element in the intersection semi-lattice LpA{H0q is a maximal
element of the intersection semi-lattice LpAq. Since all maximal elements of LpAq have the
same rank r, it follows that the rank of A{H0 is r ´ 1, i.e., rpA{H0q “ r ´ 1. Then we can
write
χpA{H0; tq “ c0t
n´1 ´ c1t
n´2 ` c2t
n´3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qr´1cr´1t
n´r.
Since |AzH0| “ m and rpAzH0q “ r, the induction hypothesis implies that, if 0 ď k ď q`r`1,
ˆ
r ` q
k
˙
ď
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
q
k ´ i
˙
bi ď
ˆ
m` q
k
˙
. (7)
Since |A{H0| ď m and rpA{H0q “ r´1, the induction hypothesis implies that, if 0 ď k´1 ď
q ` r, i.e., 1 ď k ď q ` r ` 1,
ˆ
r ´ 1` q
k ´ 1
˙
ď
k´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
q
k ´ 1´ i
˙
ci “
kÿ
i“1
ˆ
q
k ´ i
˙
ci´1 ď
ˆ
|A{H0| ` q
k ´ 1
˙
. (8)
Using the deletion-contraction recurrence χpA; tq “ χpAzH0; tq ´ χpA{H0; tq, we have
a0 “ b0 “ 1, ai “ bi ` ci´1 if 1 ď i ď r.
It then follows by combining with (7) and (8) that if 1 ď k ď r ` q ` 1,
ˆ
r ` q
k
˙
`
ˆ
r ´ 1` q
k ´ 1
˙
ď
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
q
k ´ i
˙
ai ď
ˆ
m` q
k
˙
`
ˆ
|A{H0| ` q
k ´ 1
˙
. (9)
Since (5) is obviously true when k “ 0, it remains to show that, if 1 ď k ď r ` q ` 1,ˆ
r ` q
k
˙
`
ˆ
r ´ 1` q
k ´ 1
˙
ě
ˆ
r ` q
k
˙
, (10)ˆ
m` q
k
˙
`
ˆ
|A{H0| ` q
k ´ 1
˙
ď
ˆ
m` q ` 1
k
˙
. (11)
Note that
`
r´1`q
k´1
˘
ě 0 if r ´ 1` q ě 0. However if r ´ 1` q ă 0, then 1 ď k ď r` q ` 1 ă 2
implies k “ 1 and
`
r´1`q
k´1
˘
“ 1 ě 0. It completes (10). Since
`
m`q
k
˘
`
`
m`q
k´1
˘
“
`
m`q`1
k
˘
and
|A{H0| ď m, (11) is obvious when |A{H0| ` q ě 0. Now consider the case |A{H0| ` q ă 0.
Since rpA{H0q “ r´ 1, then we have |A{H0| ě r´ 1. Combining with 1 ď k ď r` q` 1, we
obtain that k “ 1. So
`
|A{H0 |`q
k´1
˘
“
`
m`q
k´1
˘
if |A{H0| ` q ă 0, which completes (11).
By taking q “ 0 in (5), Whitney’s sign-alternating theorem and Meredith’s upper bound
theorem become direct consequences of Theorem 2.3.
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Corollary 2.4. With the same assumptions as Theorem 2.3, we haveˆ
r
k
˙
ď ak ď
ˆ
m
k
˙
, for 0 ď k ď r.
Since
`
´1
k´i
˘
“ p´1qk´i, after taking q “ ´1 in (5), we obtain two-side bounds for the
partial sums of the coefficient sequence.
Corollary 2.5. With the same assumptions as Theorem 2.3, we have
ˆ
r ´ 1
k
˙
ď p´1qk
kÿ
i“0
p´1qiai ď
ˆ
m´ 1
k
˙
, for 0 ď k ď r.
When k ď r ´ 1, we have p´1qk
řk
i“0p´1q
iai ě
`
r´1
k
˘
ě 1, that is to say, the first r ´ 1
partial sums of the coefficient sequence form a sign-alternating sequence.
Corollary 2.6. With the same assumptions as Theorem 2.3, we have
p´1qk
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
r ´ i
k ´ i
˙
p´1qiai ě 0, for 0 ď k ď r. (12)
Proof. Taking q “ k ´ r ´ 1 in (5), we have
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
k ´ r ´ 1
k ´ i
˙
ai ě
ˆ
k ´ 1
k
˙
“ 0, for 0 ď k ď r.
Then (12) is obvious since that
`
k´r´1
k´i
˘
“ p´1qk´i
`
r´i
k´i
˘
.
Since the chromatic polynomial χGptq of a graph G is the characteristic polynomial of the
graphic arrangement AG, then the two-side bound p5q holds for the coefficient sequence of
χGptq.
Theorem 2.7. Let χGptq “ t
n ´ a1t
n´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qrart
n´r be the chromatic polynomial
of a graph G with n vertices, m edges, and rank r. Then the following three statements are
equivalent,
(i) ak “
`
m
k
˘
for all k with 1 ď k ď r;
(ii) ak “
`
r
k
˘
for all k with 1 ď k ď r;
(iii) G is a forest, i.e., m “ r.
Proof. piiiq ñ piq and piiiq ñ piiq are easy consequences of Corollary 2.4. Recall a1 “ |EG| “
m, then piiq ñ piiiq becomes obvious. From Proposition 2.2, ak “
`
m
k
˘
if and only if the
graphic arrangement AG is in general position. Note that the graphic arrangement AG is a
central hyperplane arrangement. Then AG contains no subset of size larger than r. Hence
we have |AG| “ |EG| “ m “ r which proves piq ñ piiiq.
To end this section, we present an obvious application of Theorem 2.3. Given a root
system Φ in an n-dimensional Euclidean space V . Let Φ` be the set of positive roots of Φ.
The Coxeter arrangement of Φ is defined as
ApΦq “ tH : αx “ 0 | α P Φ`u.
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Below are the Coxeter arrangements ApAnq, ApBnq, and ApDnq corresponding to types A,
B, and D.
Hyperplanes of ApAnq : xi ´ xj “ 0, 1 ď i ă j ď n.
Hyperplanes of ApBnq : xi ˘ xj “ 0;xi “ 0, 1 ď i ă j ď n.
Hyperplanes of ApDnq : xi ˘ xj “ 0, 1 ď i ă j ď n.
Their characteristic polynomials are
χpApAnq; tq “ tpt´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pt´ n` 1q,
χpApBnq; tq “ pt´ 1qpt´ 3q ¨ ¨ ¨ pt´ 2n` 1q,
χpApBnq; tq “ pt´ 1qpt´ 3q ¨ ¨ ¨ pt´ 2n` 3qpt´ n` 1q
“ χpApBnq; tq ` nχpApBn´1q; tq.
The elementary symmetric polynomial of degree k in n variables is defined as
ekpx1, . . . , xnq “
ÿ
IPprns
k
q
ź
iPI
xi
Then we can write
χpApAnq; tq “
nÿ
i“0
p´1qieip0, 1, . . . , n´ 1qt
n´i,
χpApBnq; tq “
nÿ
i“0
p´1qieip1, 3, . . . , 2n´ 1qt
n´i,
χpApBnq; tq “
nÿ
i“0
p´1qi peip1, 3, . . . , 2n´ 1q ` nei´1p1, 3, . . . , 2n´ 3qq t
n´k.
Applying Theorem 2.3, for q, k P Z and 0 ď k ď q ` r ` 1, we have
ˆ
n´ 1` q
k
˙
ď
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
q
k ´ i
˙
eip0, 1, . . . , n´ 1q ď
ˆnpn´1q
2
` q
k
˙
,
ˆ
n` q
k
˙
ď
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
q
k ´ i
˙
eip1, 3, . . . , 2n´ 1q ď
ˆnpn`1q
2
` q
k
˙
,
ˆ
n` q
k
˙
ď
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
q
k ´ i
˙
peip1, 3, . . . , 2n´ 1q ` nei´1p1, 3, . . . , 2n´ 3qq ď
ˆnpn`1q
2
` q
k
˙
.
3 Matroids and Arithmetic Matroids
Recall that a matroid ME “ pE, rkq is a finite list of elements E (called the ground set)
together with a rank function rk : 2E Ñ NY t0u that satisfies the following axioms:
(R1) If A Ď E, then rkpAq ď |A|.
(R2) If A Ď B Ď E, then rkpAq ď rkpBq.
(R3) If A,B Ď E, then rkpAYBq ` rkpAXBq ď rkpAq ` rkpBq.
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The notion of a matroid was introduced by H. Whitney [14] to capture the fundamen-
tal properties of dependence and independence that are common to graphs and vectors of
matrices. There are a number of different axiom systems of matroids that are all equivalent
via elementary cryptomorphisms. Instead of writing all equivalent definitions of matroids,
we list several terminologies for matroids, see [8, 11] for more details. An element v P E is
dependent on A Ď E if rkpA Y tvuq “ rkpAq, while the element v is independent from A
if rkpA Y tvuq “ rkpAq ` 1. A non-empty sublist A Ď E is a dependent set if there exists
v P A such that v is dependent on Aztvu, while A is an independent set if for any v P A, v is
independent from Aztvu. We assume that the empty set is independent. A sublist B Ď E is
a basis if it is a maximal independent set, while a sublist C Ď E is a circuit if it is a minimal
dependent set. An element v P E is a coloop or a free element if rkpEztvuq “ rkpEq ´ 1, v is
a loop or a torsion if rkptvuq “ 0, and v is proper if v is not a loop and rkpEztvuq “ rkpEq.
It is easy to check that any element of a matroid is just one of the previous three types.
There are two classic operations on ME , deletion and contraction. Given a matroid
ME “ pE, rkq and an element v P E, the deletion of ME with respect to v is the matroid
MEzv “ pEztvu, rkEzvq, where rkEzvpAq :“ rkpAq for all A Ď Eztvu, while the contraction
of ME with respect to v is the matroid ME{v “ pEztvu, rkE{vq, where rkE{vpAq :“ rkpA Y
tvuq ´ rkptvuq for all A Ď Eztvu.
The Tutte polynomial TEpx, yq “ T pME ;x, yq of a matroid ME “ pE, rkq is defined as
TEpx, yq :“
ÿ
AĎE
px´ 1qrkpEq´rkpAqpy ´ 1q|A|´rkpAq.
One of the important properties of the Tutte polynomial is the following deletion-contraction
recurrence relation
TEpx, yq “ TEzvpx, yq ` TE{vpx, yq, (13)
where v P E is a proper element of ME , TEzvpx, yq is the Tutte polynomial of MEzv, and
TE{vpx, yq is the Tutte polynomial of ME{v.
The characteristic polynomial χpME ; tq of a matroid ME “ pE, rkq is defined as
χpME ; tq :“
ÿ
AĎE
p´1q|A|trkpEq´rkpAq.
It is easy to see that χpME ; tq “ p´1q
rkpEqTEp1 ´ t, 0q and the characteristic polynomial
satisfies the following deletion-contraction recurrence relation
χpME ; tq “ χpMEzv; tq ´ χpME{v; tq, (14)
where v P E is a proper element of ME . If one of the elements of E is a loop, say u, then
χpME ; tq “ 0 since rkpAY tuuq “ rkpAq for all sublists A Ď Eztuu. If all elements of E are
coloops, then
χpME ; tq “
mÿ
i“0
ÿ
|A|“i
p´1qitm´i “
mÿ
i“0
p´1qi
ˆ
m
i
˙
tm´i, (15)
where m “ |E|.
Note that the set of all normal vectors of a hyperplane arrangement forms a representable
matroid under the linear dependence and independence relation of vector space. Recall that
all arguments used in Theorem 2.3 are not much more than deletion-contraction recurrence
and induction on the number of hyperplanes in the arrangement. Hence, we are able to obtain
the matroid versions of Theorem 2.3 and other consequences by those arguments, which we
omit here.
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Theorem 3.1. Let ME “ pE, rkq be a matroid without loops and its characteristic polynomial
χpME ; tq “ a0t
r ´ a1t
r´1 ` a2t
r´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qrar,
where r “ rkpEq. If q, k P Z satisfies 0 ď k ď q ` r ` 1, thenˆ
r ` q
k
˙
ď
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
q
k ´ i
˙
ai ď
ˆ
m` q
k
˙
, (16)
where m “ |E|. In particular, taking q “ ´1 and q “ k ´ r ´ 1 respectively, we haveˆ
r ´ 1
k
˙
ď p´1qk
kÿ
i“0
p´1qiai ď
ˆ
m´ 1
k
˙
, for 0 ď k ď r, (17)
and
p´1qk
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
r ´ i
k ´ i
˙
p´1qiai ě 0, for 0 ď k ď r. (18)
In 1974, Dowling and Wilson [3, Theorem 2] found a lower bound for the coefficients of
the characteristic polynomial of a finite geometric lattice, the flag lattice of a matroid. Here
we shall recover it by applying (18).
Theorem 3.2. [3] Let ME “ pE, rkq be a matroid without loops and its characteristic
polynomial
χpME ; tq “ a0t
r ´ a1t
r´1 ` a2t
r´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qrar,
where r “ rkpEq. Then
ak ě pm´ rq
ˆ
r ´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
`
ˆ
r
k
˙
, for 0 ď k ď r. (19)
Proof. Applying (18), we have
ak ` p´1q
k
k´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
r ´ i
k ´ i
˙
p´1qiai “ p´1q
k
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
r ´ i
k ´ i
˙
p´1qiai ě 0
which implies
ak ě p´1q
k´1
k´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
r ´ i
k ´ i
˙
p´1qiai
“ pr ´ k ` 1qp´1qk´1
k´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
r ´ i
k ´ 1´ i
˙ˆ
1´
k ´ 1´ i
k ´ i
˙
p´1qiai.
Applying (18), we have
ak ě p´1q
kpr ´ k ` 1q
k´1ÿ
i“0
ˆ
r ´ i
k ´ 1´ i
˙
k ´ 1´ i
k ´ i
p´1qiai
“ p´1qkpr ´ k ` 1q
pr ´ k ` 2q
2
k´2ÿ
i“0
ˆ
r ´ i
k ´ 2´ i
˙ˆ
1´
k ´ 2´ i
k ´ i
˙
p´1qiai
ě p´1qk´1pr ´ k ` 1q
pr ´ k ` 2q
2
k´2ÿ
i“0
ˆ
r ´ i
k ´ 2´ i
˙
k ´ 2´ i
k ´ i
p´1qiai
ě p´1qk´2pr ´ k ` 1q
pr ´ k ` 2q
2
pr ´ k ` 3q
3
k´3ÿ
i“0
ˆ
r ´ i
k ´ 3´ i
˙
k ´ 3´ i
k ´ i
p´1qiai
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
ě p´1q3
ˆ
r ´ 2
k ´ 2
˙ 2ÿ
i“0
ˆ
r ´ i
2´ i
˙
2´ i
k ´ i
p´1qiai.
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Since a0 “ 1 and a1 “ m, then
ak ě m
ˆ
r ´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
´ pk ´ 1q
ˆ
r
k
˙
“ pm´ rq
ˆ
r ´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
`
ˆ
r
k
˙
.
Let R Ď S Ď E be sublists of E. Then rR,Ss :“ tA : R Ď A Ď Su is a molecule if S is
the disjoint union S “ RY F Y T and for each A P rR,Ss,
rkpAq “ rkpRq ` |AX F |.
An arithmetic matroid AE “ pME ,mq “ pE, rk,mq is a matroid ME equipped with a
multiplicity function m : 2E Ñ N satisfying the following axioms:
(M1) If A Ď E and v P E is dependent on A, then mpAY tvuq divides mpAq.
(M2) If A Ď E and v P E is independent from A, then mpAq divides mpAY tvuq.
(M3) If rR,Ss is a molecule, then
mpRqmpSq “ mpRY F qmpRY T q.
(M4) If R Ď S Ď E and rkpRq “ rkpSq, then
ρpR,Sq :“
ÿ
APrR,Ss
p´1q|A|´|R|mpAq ě 0.
(M5) If R Ď S Ď E and |R| ` rkpRcq “ |S| ` rkpScq, then
ρ˚pR,Sq :“
ÿ
APrR,Ss
p´1q|A|´|R|mpAcq ě 0.
The notion of an arithmetic matroid was introduced by M. D’Adderio and L. Moci [1] to
axiomatize both the linear algebra and the arithmetic of a list of elements in a finitely
generated abelian group. It can be seen as a generalization of the notion of a matroid.
Also, We can consider the deletion and contraction of arithmetic matroids. Given an
arithmetic matroid AE “ pME ,mq “ pE, rk,mq and an element v P E, the deletion of AE
with respect to v is the pair AEzv “ pMEzv,mEzvq, where MEzv “ pEztvu, rkEzvq is the
deletion of ME and mEzvpAq :“ mpAq for all A Ď Eztvu, while the contraction of AE with
respect to v is the pair AE{v “ pME{v,mE{vq, whereME{v “ pEztvu, rkE{vq is the contraction
of ME and mE{vpAq :“ mpAY tvuq for all A Ď Eztvu. It is easy to see that they are in fact
two arithmetic matroids.
The arithmetic Tutte polynomial MEpx, yq “MpAE ;x, yq of an arithmetic matroid AE “
pME ,mq is defined as
MEpx, yq :“
ÿ
AĎE
mpAqpx ´ 1qrkpEq´rkpAqpy ´ 1q|A|´rkpAq.
M. D’Adderio and L. Moci provided a combinatorial interpretation of the arithmetic Tutte
polynomial of any arithmetic matroid, showing in particular the positivity of its coefficients [1,
Theorem 5.1]. Similar to the Tutte polynomials, the arithmetic Tutte polynomials satisfy
the following deletion-contraction recurrence relations
MEpx, yq “
$’’&
’’%
MEzvpx, yq `ME{vpx, yq, if v is proper,
px´ 1qMEzvpx, yq `ME{vpx, yq, if v is a coloop,
MEzvpx, yq ` py ´ 1qME{vpx, yq, if v is a loop,
(20)
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where v is an element of E, MEzvpx, yq is the arithmetic Tutte polynomial of AEzv, and
ME{vpx, yq is the arithmetic Tutte polynomial of AE{v.
The characteristic polynomial χpAE; tq of an arithmetic matroid AE “ pME ,mq is defined
as
χpAE ; tq :“
ÿ
AĎE
p´1q|A|mpAqtrkpEq´rkpAq.
It is easy to see that χpAE ; tq “ p´1q
rkpEqMEp1 ´ t, 0q and the characteristic polynomial
satisfies the following deletion-contraction recurrence relations
χpAE; tq “
#
χpAEzv; tq ´ χpAE{v; tq, if v is proper or a loop,
t ¨ χpAEzv; tq ´ χpAE{v; tq, if v is a coloop.
(21)
Theorem 3.3. Let AE “ pME ,mq be an arithmetic matroid of rank r “ rkpEq and its
characteristic polynomial
χpAE ; tq “ a0t
r ` a1t
r´1 ` a2t
r´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ar´1t` ar.
Then p´1qkak ě 0 and p´1q
k
řk
i“0 ai ě 0, for 0 ď k ď r.
Proof. We shall argue by induction on |E|. If |E| “ 0, then the result is immediate. Suppose
the result holds for |E| ď m and let |E| “ m` 1. If all elements of E are loops, then
χpAE ; tq “
ÿ
AĎE
p´1q|A|mpAq “ a0.
Since rkpHq “ rkpEq “ 0, so a0 “ ρpH, Eq ě 0. Otherwise, there exists an element v P E,
which is not a loop.
Case I. If v is proper, then rkEzvpEztvuq “ rkpEq and rkE{vpEztvuq “ rkpEq ´ 1. We can
write
χpAEzv; tq “ b0t
r ` b1t
r´1 ` b2t
r´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` br´1t` br
and
χpAE{v; tq “ c0t
r´1 ` c1t
r´2 ` c2t
r´3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cr´2t` cr´1.
Using the deletion-contraction recurrence χpAE ; tq “ χpAEzv; tq´χpAE{v; tq, we have a0 “ b0
and ak “ bk ´ ck´1, for 1 ď k ď r. Then by the induction assumption, a0 “ b0 ě 0,
p´1qkak “ p´1q
kbk ` p´1q
k´1ck´1 ě 0 and
p´1qk
kÿ
i“0
ai “ p´1q
k
´
b0 `
kÿ
i“0
pbi ´ ci´1q
¯
“ p´1qk
kÿ
i“0
bi ` p´1q
k´1
k´1ÿ
i“0
ci ě 0,
for 1 ď k ď r.
Case II. If v is a coloop, then rkEzvpEztvuq “ rkpEq ´ 1 and rkE{vpEztvuq “ rkpEq ´ 1. We
can write
χpAEzv; tq “ b0t
r´1 ` b1t
r´2 ` b2t
r´3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` br´2t` br´1
and
χpAE{v; tq “ c0t
r´1 ` c1t
r´2 ` c2t
r´3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cr´2t` cr´1.
Using the deletion-contraction recurrence χpAE ; tq “ t ¨ χpAEzv; tq ´ χpAE{v; tq, we have
a0 “ b0, ar “ ´cr´1 and ak “ bk´ck´1, for 1 ď k ď r´1. Then by the induction assumption,
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a0 “ b0 ě 0, p´1q
rar “ p´1q
r´1cr´1 ě 0, p´1q
kak “ p´1q
kbk ` p´1q
k´1ck´1 ě 0 and
p´1qk
kÿ
i“0
ai “ p´1q
k
´
b0 `
kÿ
i“0
pbi ´ ci´1q
¯
“ p´1qk
kÿ
i“0
bi ` p´1q
k´1
k´1ÿ
i“0
ci ě 0,
for 1 ď k ď r ´ 1. Together with p´1qr
řr
i“0 ai “ p´1q
rχpAE ; 1q “ MEp0, 0q ě 0, the result
holds for the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of AE .
Therefore, by induction, p´1qkak ě 0 and p´1q
k
řk
i“0 ai ě 0, for 0 ď k ď r.
Let E be a finite list of elements of a finitely generated abelian group G. Given a sublist
A Ď E, let xAy be the subgroup of G generated by the elements of A. The rank rkpAq is
defined as the rank of the finitely generated abelian group xAy and the multiplicity mpAq is
defined as the cardinality of the torsion subgroup ofG{xAy. Then AE “ pME ,mq “ pE, rk,mq
is an arithmetic matroid. Given an arithmetic matroid AE “ pME ,mq, if it is representable,
i.e., E can be regarded as a list of elements in a finitely generated abelian group G and
we can always assume that rkpEq is equal to the rank of G, then we have the following
generalized toric arrangement TE :“ tHλ : λ P Eu defined by E on T :“ HompG,C
˚q, where
Hλ :“ tt P T : λptq “ 1u (see [1]). The characteristic polynomial of the toric arrangement TE
is defined as
χpTE ; tq :“
ÿ
CPCpTEq
µpTC , Cqt
dim C ,
where CpTEq is the set of all the connected components of all possible nonempty intersections
of the subvarieties Hλ, ordered by reverse inclusion with the Mo¨bius function µ and TC is
the connected component of T that contains C. L. Moci [6] proved that
χpTE ; tq “ p´1q
rkpEqMEp1´ t, 0q “ χpAE ; tq.
Hence, we have the following Corollary.
Corollary 3.4. Let AE “ pME ,mq be a representable arithmetic matroid of rank r “ rkpEq
and the characteristic polynomial of the associated toric arrangement TE
χpTE ; tq “ a0t
r ` a1t
r´1 ` a2t
r´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ar´1t` ar.
Then p´1qkak ě 0 and p´1q
k
řk
i“0 ai ě 0, for 0 ď k ď r.
4 Discussions and Problems
Let A be an n-dimensional arrangement of m hyperplanes and rank r. If all hyperplanes of A
are restricted to the r-dimensional subspace spanned by their normal vectors, we will obtain
an r-dimensional arrangement of m hyperplanes and rank r, whose characteristic polynomial
has the same coefficient sequence as χpA; tq. Under this restriction, the characteristic poly-
nomial becomes t-free, i.e, containing no t as a factor. So we can assume, throughout this
section, the hyperplane arrangement A is essential, i.e., the characteristic polynomial of A is
χpA; tq “ a0t
r ´ a1t
r´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qrar. (22)
Recall the no broken circuit Theorem 2.1 that ak counts the number of χ-independent k-
subsets of A. It is then obvious that ak ď
`
m
k
˘
. On the other hand, ar ‰ 0 implies that
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there exists at least one χ-independent r-subset B of A. Note the fact from the definition
that any subset of a χ-independent set is still χ-independent. Then all subsets of B are
χ-independent, which implies ak ě
`
r
k
˘
by the no broken circuit Theorem 2.1. In this sense,
the inequality
`
r
k
˘
ď ak ď
`
m
k
˘
of Corollary 2.4 can be easily obtained from the no broken
circuit theorem. Note that from the form of formula (5), Theorem 2.3 can be viewed as a
generalization of Corollary 2.4. It leads us to the following problem, whether the formula
(5) can be directly obtained from the no broken circuit theorem or not. To this purpose, we
introduce an operation D of the characteristic polynomial χpA; tq,
DχpA; tq “
χpA; tq ´ χpA; 1q
t´ 1
.
Denote D0 the identity operation and DiχpA; tq “ D ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝Dl jh n
i
χpA; tq for i P N. Note that
χpA; tq ´ χpA; 1q “ a0pt
r ´ 1q ´ a1pt
r´1 ´ 1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qr´1ar´1pt´ 1q
“ pt´ 1q
˜
r´1ÿ
k“0
tr´1´k
kÿ
i“0
p´1qiai
¸
.
Then we have
DχpA; tq “
r´1ÿ
k“0
˜
kÿ
i“0
p´1qiai
¸
tr´1´k.
In general, for any non-positive integer q, we have
D´qχpA; tq “
r`qÿ
k“0
p´1qk
˜
kÿ
i“0
ˆ
q
k ´ i
˙
ai
¸
tr`q´k.
If D´qχpA; tq can be geometrically realized as the characteristic polynomial of an arrangement
of m ` q hyperplanes and rank r ` q, from discussions at the beginning of this section, the
inequality (5) can be easily obtained from the no broken circuit theorem, which answers the
previous question. So our question is reduced to finding a geometric realization of D´qχpA; tq
as the characteristic polynomial of some arrangement of hyperplanes for any q P Zď0.
Furthermore, it can be further reduced to finding a geometric realization of DχpA; tq for
any A, i.e., DχpA; tq “ χpA1; tq for some hyperplane arrangement A1. Similarly, we shall
have a hyperplane arrangement A2 such that DχpA1; tq “ χpA2; tq. Continuing this process,
the geometric realization of D´qχpA; tq can be obtained reductively for all q P Zď0.
When all hyperplanes in A pass through the origin (called a linear hyperplane arrange-
ment), we are able to construct an affine hyperplane arrangement dA such that χpdA; tq “
DχpA; tq. Suppose A is a linear arrangement of m ` 1 hyperplanes in Rn. Given K0 P A
with the defining equation K0 :
řn
i“1 αixi “ 0, the deconing dA of A is an arrangement of
m hyperplanes in the affine space K1 :
řn
i“1 αixi “ 1, which is defined by
dA “ tH XK1 | H P A, H ‰ K0u.
Since χpA, 1q “ 0 when A is linear, we have
χpdA; tq “ DχpA; tq.
Namely, for the linear hyperplane arrangement A, the deconing construction can geometri-
cally realize DχpA; tq as the characteristic polynomial of the hyperplane arrangement dA.
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However, it is not easy to find a generalization of this construction directly for affine hyper-
plane arrangements.
To simplify our problem, we introduce another construction, called coning, which is the
inverse operation of deconing. If a hyperplaneH in Rn is defined byH : a1x1`¨ ¨ ¨`anxn “ b,
let cH be a hyperplane in Rn`1 defined to be cH : a1x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anxn “ bxn`1. The coning
cA of A is a linear hyperplane arrangement in Rn`1 consisting of all cH with H P A and an
extra hyperplane K : xn`1 “ 0. For the coning construction, we have
χpcA; tq “ pt´ 1qχpA; tq.
For any essential hyperplane arrangement A with the characteristic polynomial χpA; tq “
a0t
r ´ a1t
r´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qrar, if there exists a hyperplane B such that χpB; tq “ DχpA; tq,
then except for the constant term, the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial χpcB; tq
are the same as χpA; tq, i.e.,
χpcB; tq “ a0t
r ´ a1t
r´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qr´1ar´1t´ ra0 ´ a1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1q
r´1ar´1s,
Conversely, suppose there exists a linear hyperplane arrangement C such that except for the
constant term, all coefficients of its characteristic polynomial are the same as A. Then we
have
χpdC; tq “ DχpC; tq “ DχpA; tq.
Hence, the above question concerning the interpretation of the formula (5) is finally reduced
to the following problem.
Problem. Given an essential hyperplane arrangement A, is there a linear hyperplane ar-
rangement B whose characteristic polynomial is χpB; tq “ χpA; tq ´ χpA; 1q?
When we consider the characteristic polynomial of matroids, the problem can be stated
as follows. Let ME “ pE, rkq be a matroid and r “ rkpEq, whose characteristic polynomial
is written (abuse of notation) to be
χpME ; tq “ a0t
r ´ a1t
r´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qrar..
Note that χpME ; 1q “ 0 which is easily seen from the deletion-contraction recurrence. Simi-
larly, we can define
DχpME ; tq “
χpME ; tq
t´ 1
.
Our problem is whether there is an matroid ME1 “ pE
1, rk1q such that
χpME1 ; tq “ DχpME ; tq ´DχpME ; 1q.
In the following, we give a sufficient condition for the matroid ME such that the above
problem holds.
Proposition 4.1. Let ME “ pE, rkq be a matroid with rkpEq “ r. Let C be its circuit
structure, i.e, the collection of all circuits of ME. If there is an element v P E such that
every circuit C P C containing v is of size r ` 1, and the contraction ME{v “ pEztvu, rkE{vq
with respect to v has the circuit structure
C
1 “ tCztvu | C P Cu,
then we have
χpME{v; tq “ DχpME ; tq ´DχpME ; 1q.
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Proof. Given a linear order on E with the maximal element v. Write
χpME{v; tq “ b0t
r´1 ´ b1t
r´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qr´1br´1.
Note that χpME{v; 1q “ 0 and
DχpME ; tq “
χpME ; tq
t´ 1
“ a0t
r´1 ´ pa1 ´ a0qt
r´2 ` pa2 ´ a1 ` a0qt
r´3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨
It suffices to show that ai “ bi ` bi´1 for 0 ď i ď r ´ 2 (assuming b´1 “ 0). Recall that a
broken circuit is a subset obtained by removing the maximal element of a circuit under the
given order of E. The classical no broken circuit theorem on matroids tells ai “ |Ωi|, where
Ωi “ tS Ď E | |S| “ i, S contains no broken circuit of Mu.
Let Ωi “ Ωi,0 \ Ωi,v, where
Ωi,0 “ tS P Ωi | v R Su and Ωi,v “ tS P Ωi | v P Su.
Similarly, we have bi “ |Ω
1
i| and bi´1 “ |Ω
1
i´1|, where
Ω1i “ tT Ď Eztvu | |T | “ i, T contains no broken circuit of ME{vu.
It remains to show that Ωi,0 “ Ω
1
i for i ď r ´ 2, and Ω
1
i´1 “ tSztvu | S P Ωi,vu for i ď r ´ 1.
First we prove Ωi,0 “ Ω
1
i for i ď r ´ 2. For any S P Ωi,0, suppose S R Ω
1
i, i.e., there is
an element e P Eztvu such that S \ teu contains a circuit C of ME{v. From the assumption
on the circuit structure of ME{v, either C or C \ tvu is a circuit of ME . Since S contains
no broken circuits, it forces C \ tvu to be a circuit of ME and then |C| “ r, a contradiction
to |S| “ i ď r ´ 2. Conversely, for any T P Ω1i, suppose there is an element e P E such that
T \teu contains a circuit of M. We have v ‰ e. Otherwise, T contains a circuit of ME{v from
the assumption. Hence T \ teu Ď Eztvu contains a circuit of ME{v which is a contradiction
to T P Ω1i.
Next we prove Ω1i´1 “ tSztvu | S P Ωi,vu for i ď r ´ 1. For any T P Ω
1
i´1, suppose
T \tvu R Ωi,v, i.e., there is an element e P E such T \te, vu contains a circuit C of ME . We
have v P C. Otherwise, T \ teu contains the circuit C of ME{v, a contradiction to T P Ω
1
i´1.
Thus the circuit C must have size r ` 1 by the assumption of the circuit structure on ME .
However, |T | “ i ´ 1 ď r ´ 2 for i ď r ´ 1, a contradiction. Hence we obtain T \ tvu P Ωi,v.
Conversely, if S P Ωi,v for i ď r´1, suppose Sztvu R Ω
1
i´1, i.e, there is an element e of Eztvu
such that S \ teuztvu contains a circuit C of ME{v. From the assumption on the circuit
structure of ME{v, either C or C \ tvu is a circuit of ME . If C is a circuit of ME , then S
contains a broken circuit of ME , a contradiction to S P Ωi,v. If C \ tvu is a circuit of ME ,
from the assumption on the circuit structure of ME , we have |C| “ r. It implies |S| ě r, a
contradiction to S P Ωi,v for i ď r ´ 1.
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